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Abstract: The Tianshan Shengli Tunnel is currently the longest high-altitude highway tunnel. In order to 
ensure the safe operation of the tunnel, the SES software is used to investigate the wind speed laws in the 
tunnel, and the tunnel is divided into 16 disaster prevention sections based on the shaft and critical wind speed. 
The principles of disaster prevention and rescue of Tianshan Shengli Highway Tunnel are given, and the 
emergency treatment process of tunnel disaster prevention and rescue is given. The disaster prevention and 
rescue plan of Tianshan Shengli Tunnel from fire occurrence, personnel and vehicle evacuation, and fire 
treatment are discussed in detail. 

1 Introduction 
Highway tunnels have narrow space and limited safe 
evacuation exits. After a fire occurs, the fire fighting route 
is single, resulting in the detention of people and vehicles. 
The toxic gas and smoke generated by the fire will pose a 
serious threat to the people in the tunnel [1,2]. In order to 
ensure the orderly development of evacuation and rescue 
work, it is necessary to establish a scientific and effective 
disaster prevention plan. The establishment of a disaster 
prevention plan can reduce the casualties that may be 
caused by the fire, reduce property losses, and improve the 
operation and management level of the tunnel [3]. 

Wang Mingnian et al. [4] studied the disaster prevention 
and rescue of the Qinling Zhongnanshan Highway Tunnel 
and found that the fire control in the tunnel includes three 
parts: system linkage, traffic evacuation, and rescue and 
fire extinguishing. Li Guohui [5] analyzed the emergency 
rescue of the Erlangshan Tunnel on the Sichuan-Tibet 
Highway and obtained the basic theories of the 
organization and command , force mobilization, combat 
deployment and disposal procedures of the tunnel 
emergency rescue. Zhou Qing et al. [6] summarized the 
basic principles of tunnel disaster prevention and rescue, 
established a set of tunnel disaster prevention and rescue 
management system, and analyzed the process of tunnel 
disaster prevention and rescue system and the factors 
affecting fire evacuation and rescue. 

The Tianshan Shengli Highway Tunnel is located on 
the southwest side of Urumqi, Xinjiang. It is a two-way 
four-lane road with a length of more than 22km and an 
altitude of 2772m. It is an ultra-long high-altitude highway 
tunnel. The straight-line distance from the entrance to 
Urumqi is about 92km, and the straight-line distance from 

the exit to Hejing County is about 76km. The starting and 
ending pile numbers of the left line of the tunnel are 
ZK75+660 ～ ZK97+790, the length is 22130m, the 
maximum buried depth is about 1115m; the starting and 
ending pile numbers of the right line are YK75+790～
YK97+821.7, the length is 22031.7m, the maximum 
buried depth is about approximately 1122.2m. The tunnel 
is composed of two lines on the left and right plus an 
intermediate service tunnel, with 3 vertical, 118 horizontal, 
and 4 connecting passages for fan rooms, and there are 560 
intersections. 

Based on the characteristics of the tunnel, the disaster 
prevention and rescue of the Tianshan Shengli Highway 
Tunnel is faced with the difficulties of ventilation, smoke 
control, personnel escape and rescue. Therefore, it is 
necessary to conduct an in-depth study on the disaster 
prevention zone and rescue plan of the Tianshan Shengli 
Tunnel to provide reference for the disaster prevention and 
rescue design of the tunnel. 

2 Disaster prevention and rescue zone 
division 
When a fire occurs, the direction of the wind flow in the 
tunnel is the same as the direction of the traffic. If the 
people upstream of the fire source cannot evacuate to the 
non-fire tunnel through the vehicle passing, they must get 
off the vehicle and evacuate through crosswalk. Vehicles 
downstream of the fire source will quickly drive away 
from the tunnel exit. Therefore, in the event of a fire, the 
downstream shaft closest to the fire source exhausts air, 
and the other shafts continuously supply air to the tunnel, 
so that the toxic gas and smoke in the tunnel can be 
discharged, ensuring that the fire smoke is controlled 
between the fire source and the closest exhaust outlet 
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downstream of the fire source. Guidelines for Ventilation 
Design of Highway Tunnels stipulates that the minimum 
fire critical wind speed is 2m/s [7], where the fire critical 

wind speed for smoke control is 2m/s. The specific 
schematic diagram of tobacco control is shown in Figure 
1.

 
Figure 1. Schematic diagram of tobacco control

Taking the tunnel shaft as the boundary, the left and 
right tunnels are each divided into 5 pre-zones, a total of 
10 pre-zones. Use SES software to simulate the exhaust 
ventilation under each pre-zone fire. The principle is as 
follows: Take a wind network composed of 5 edges and 4 

nodes as an example, where the arrow indicates the 
direction of wind flow, and the dashed line is the added 
natural wind pressure edge. The ventilation schematic 
diagram and network diagram of the ventilation tunnel are 
shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3. 

 
Figure 2. Schematic diagram of ventilation system    

Figure 3. Ventilation network diagram 
 

The basic laws of wind flow in the tunnel ventilation 
network are as follows:  

(1) The law of air volume balance for a node in the 
ventilation network, according to the continuity equation, 
the amount of air flowing into the node should be equal to 
the amount of air flowing out of the node, namely: 

              
0 iQ             (1) 

In the formula: Qi ——The amount of air flowing into 
or out of a node or mesh, flowing into a positive value, and 
flowing out of a negative value. 

(2) The law of wind pressure balance  
The algebraic sum of wind pressure at any mesh in the 

wind network (the wind pressure of the wind flow in the 
clockwise direction is positive, and the negative value in 
the counterclockwise direction) should be equal to zero. 
The so-called non-pressure source mesh refers to a loop 
where the mesh does not have the effect of natural wind 
pressure or fan or traffic ventilation. The wind pressure 
balance law is: 

0 iP         （2） 
In the formula: Pi —— the biased wind pressure in the 

mesh, which is negative and positive, counterclockwise. 

The pressure source mesh refers to the function of the 
mesh natural wind pressure exhaust or fan or traffic 
ventilation or air supply. The wind pressure algorithm is: 

∑△𝑃𝑃� � �∑𝐻𝐻��� � ∑𝐻𝐻���� � ∑△ 𝑃𝑃�� � �  (3) 

In the formula: Hfan ——wind pressure of the fan in 
the mesh, clockwise to be positive, counterclockwise to be 
negative; 

 Hself ——wind pressure in the mesh, the sign of the 
sign is the same as above;  

△Pt ——Traffic ventilation capacity, the sign of the 
sign is the same as above; 

(3) The law of resistance  
The wind flow in the tunnel wind path is almost all 

stable turbulent flow, so the ventilation resistance is 
proportional to the square of the air volume. 

△P=RQ2            (4) 

In the formula: △P——is the ventilation pressure or 
ventilation resistance on the wind road, Pa;  

R——is the wind resistance on the wind road, kg/m7;  
Q——is the air volume passing through the wind road, 

m3/s.  
On the basis of the conservation of air volume at the 

nodes of the ventilation network, the critical smoke 
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control wind speed of 2m/s is used as the partition 
boundary to determine the economic opening number of 
the fans and the detailed partition of the pre-partition. The 

Tianshan Shengli Tunnel is divided into 16 disaster 
prevention zones. The overall disaster prevention zone 
division diagram of the tunnel is shown in Figure 4. 

 
Figure 4. The overall disaster prevention zone of the tunnel 

3 Disaster prevention and rescue plan 
control process 
The disaster prevention and rescue plan of the Tianshan 
Shengli Tunnel should adhere to the basic ideas of 
prevention, alarm, monitoring, evacuation, rescue and fire 
fighting, and implement the general principle of "people-
oriented, prevention-oriented, and combination of 
prevention and fire fighting ", and ensure the safety of 
personnel as the primary principle, and establish a safety 

precaution system for fire warning, rescue, evacuation of 
personnel and vehicles, and fire extinguishing. On the 
basis of zoning, different disaster prevention plans are 
established, and corresponding disaster prevention 
measures are initiated according to the different locations 
of the fire. 

When a fire occurs in the tunnel, measures shall be 
taken at the initial stage of the fire to evacuate people and 
vehicles in the fire tunnel in time to reduce the further 
spread of the fire. The control sequence in case of fire is 
shown in Figure 5. 

 

Figure 5. Control sequence in case of fire 

Close two tunnels 

Turn on the fan according to the fire area 

Turn on the lighting system in the tunnel 

Change lane controller 

Open passageway door 

Change the variable information board Change the variable speed card 

Fire detection and determination 

Execute fire plan 

Broadcast 

Fast passage of vehicles 
downstream of the fire 

Vehicles upstream of the fire are 
prohibited from passing 

Two-way traffic in non-fire tunnels 

Non-fire tunnel cars pass quickly People into non-fire tunnel 

Car enters a non-fire tunnel 

Extinguishing 

First echelon Put out the fire 

Third echelon Put out the fire Second echelon Put out the fire 

Carry out video recording 
and traffic control 

Alarm and release fire 

i f i
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The detailed control sequence in case of fire is as 
follows: 

(1) After the fire is confirmed, contact the professional 
staff of the corresponding unit to rush to the scene for 
evacuation, rescue and fire fighting, and implement the 
disaster prevention and rescue plan. 

(2) Close the tunnel entrance. The traffic light at the 
tunnel entrance is red, indicating that entry is prohibited. 
The prompt message of the variable information board 
becomes "Tunnel fire, no entry", and the speed of the 
variable speed board becomes 0. At the same time, the fire 
information was released, the drivers and passengers were 
called to prepare to escape through the broadcast in the 
tunnel, and vehicles outside the tunnel were prohibited 
from entering the tunnel through the broadcast outside the 
tunnel. 

(3) Determine the number and direction of the fan 
opening according to the fire location. The direction of the 
upstream ventilation of the fire is the same as the driving 
direction, and the wind speed is greater than 2m/s; the 
smoke generated by the fire is removed through the 
vertical shaft closest to the fire area to prevent the smoke 
from flowing back. Turn on the fan in the non-fire tunnel 
to prevent the smoke from spreading to the non-fire tunnel 
through the cross passage. Turn on all the lighting systems 
in the tunnel to facilitate fire fighting and personnel escape. 

(4) Open all the cross passage doors upstream of the 
fire, the broadcast system will broadcast, and the drivers 
and passengers in the upstream will escape to the non-fire 
tunnel through the pedestrian and vehicular cross passage. 
The non-fire tunnel becomes a two-way lane, and the 
driving speed is limited to 30km/h, and overtaking is 
strictly prohibited. Vehicles downstream of the fire passed 
orderly and quickly. 

(5) After the evacuation of personnel is completed, 
organize professionals to put out the fire.  

4 Disaster prevention and rescue plans 
The smoke generated by the fire is exhausted through the 
vertical shaft closest to the fire area downstream to prevent 
the smoke from flowing back. Turn on the fan in the non-
fire tunnel to prevent the smoke from spreading to the non-
fire tunnel through the cross passage. The drivers and 
passengers in the upper reaches escaped to the non-fire 
tunnel through pedestrian and vehicular cross passage. 
The non-fire tunnel becomes a two-way lane, and vehicles 
downstream of the fire pass in an orderly and fast manner. 
Take the Tianshan Shengli Tunnel Zone Left-4 as an 
example, the schematic diagram of disaster prevention and 
rescue plan is shown in Figure 6. 

 

Figure 6. Disaster prevention zone left-4 plan diagram under fire 

5 Conclusion 
Through the research on the disaster prevention plan of the 
Tianshan Shengli Tunnel, the following main conclusions 
are obtained: 

(1) Based on the location of the shaft and the critical 
wind speed, the Tianshan Shengli Tunnel is divided into 
16 disaster prevention zones; 

(2) Proposed the disaster prevention and rescue 
process of Tianshan Shengli Tunnel in combination with 
the mechanism system, wind flow direction and 
electromechanical system; 

(3) Considering the disaster prevention zone and 
characteristics, the disaster prevention plan design of the 
Tianshan Shengli Tunnel is given, including the 
ventilation plan and the driving plan.  
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